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Introduction
In 1896, the Russian writer Maxim Gorky (1868-1936), sat in awe as
the Lumière brothers showcased their latest optical invention – the
cinematograph. As he watched, plunged into darkness, the ghostly
projections of people, places and machinery evoked a reaction in
Gorky more in keeping with having witnessed paranormal activity
than an event of scientific wonderment. His first impression of the
cinema resulted in his famous published response, “Last night I
was in the Kingdom of Shadows”:
	If one could only convey the strangeness of this world. A world
without colour and sound… Not life, but a shadow of life…
It is terrible to see, this movement of shadows, nothing but
shadows, these spectres, these phantoms.
This encounter with the moving image occurred towards the
end of the nineteenth century, an era which had witnessed an
extraordinary surge of technological advancement. Chemical and
mechanical discoveries had begun to revolutionise both science and
visual culture. Yet responses to these new optical inventions often
remained tethered to the notions of magic and shadows. When
Henry Fox Talbot first discovered the capabilities of photography in
the 1840s he wrote:
	The most transitory of things, a shadow, the proverbial emblem
of all that is fleeting and momentary, may be fettered by the
spells of our ‘natural magic’, and may be fixed for ever in the
position which it seemed only destined for a single instant
to occupy.
In a sense, computer programming has replaced the manipulation
of light, lenses and chemicals to evoke wonder and craft illusion.
Yet shadow, with its qualities of transience, death and memory,
continues to be a persistent metaphor for commentators
engaging with visual technology. In this age of cyberspace, digital
communication and CGI, when our existence seems less dependent
upon our corporeality and the boundary between truth and fantasy
grows ever more faint, today’s media remain haunted by the spirit
of shadow.
Dark Matters brings together the work of ten internationally
acclaimed contemporary artists who employ a range of technology,
media and machinery to engage with ideas surrounding shadow,
darkness and illusion. In an exhibition populated by half-seen
spectres, visual riddles and distorted reflections, works are united
by themes of temporality, absence, truth and wonder.
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Brass Art
Brass Art are Chara Lewis, Kristin Mojsiewicz and Anneké Pettican.
They have worked together since 1998 and have exhibited widely
throughout Europe, the USA and Australia. Brass Art explore the
potential of combining old and new media through strategies of
proto-cinematic optical illusion and cutting edge digital technology.
For Dark Matters, Brass Art have been commissioned to create a
new installation for the Whitworth’s imposing Mezzanine Court.
Looming figures and monstrous fusions invoke an immediate
affiliation with the nineteenth century phantasmagoria. A simple,
travelling light source casts a spinning cavalcade of shadow around
the walls and ceiling. Central to the piece, entitled Still Life No. 1,
is a table bearing an arrangement of modelled specimens, tiny
figurines and cellophane – their varying opacities against the bare
bulb producing the silhouettes and glimmers which create the
play of form. The tiny figures upon the table are three dimensional
renderings of the artists themselves, created using the latest digital
techniques. Through basic tricks of the light they become players in
a complex narrative of animal, human and geological interaction.
The watercolours on display are selections from an ongoing series,
The Myth of Origins. Each drawing depicts a moment of contact
between the artists’ shadows and various insect specimens,
temporarily released from Manchester Museum’s entomology
collection. Here, shadows are fixed to the paper by a process of
collaborative drawing. The insects are reanimated through their
potential contact with the living flesh of the artists.
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Pavel Büchler
Pavel Büchler (b.1952) is an artist, writer and lecturer. Winner of
the 2010 Northern Art Prize, Büchler has been an influential figure
in British art for many years. He left Prague for Cambridge in 1981,
where he became Co-Director of the Cambridge Darkroom, and then
to Glasgow where he was Head of the School of Fine Art (1992-96).
He has been working in Manchester since 1997, where he is also
Research Professor at Manchester Metropolitan University.
Summing up his own practice as “making nothing happen”, he
is committed to the catalytic nature of art – its potential to draw
attention to the obvious and revealing it as ultimately strange.
Büchler’s works are often subtle interventions exposing surprising
perspectives through absence and disappearance and exploring
a dialogue between the visible and the invisible. The Shadow of
its Disappearance (2011) consists of thirty drawings produced by
Büchler throughout the recent summer. Each drawing records
the shifting shadow of a found pencil. As the pencil’s substance
becomes diminished by the perpetual action of the artist, the shadow
is retained as a meticulously rendered record of an otherwise lost
presence. Also on display is an earlier drawing, Human breath traced
from the shadow of a pierced balloon found in Tampere with a pencil
taken from the children’s section of the city library; erased and the
pencil shaved to nothing (2002). Evoking the gentle, constant motion
of things that both breathing and shadows represent, the drawing
explores the dialectic between content and form: the balloon giving
form to the breath, and the pencil to the shadow.

R. Luke DuBois
R. Luke DuBois is a composer, artist and performer, born in New
York in 1975. DuBois holds a doctorate in music composition from
Columbia University and has lectured and taught worldwide on
interactive sound and video performance. He has developed a
technique which he has named ‘time-lapse phonography’: a sound
equivalent to long-exposure photography. DuBois is interested
in algorithmic and procedural methods for generating work that
explores how we evaluate information, emotion and time. He
teaches at the Brooklyn Experimental Media Center at NYU’s
Polytechnic Institute.
Kiss (2011) takes 50 iconic embraces from the history of cinema
and re-animates them through a digital rendering technique
developed by the artist. The technique analyses the existing footage
and references areas of the film which resemble the lips of the
embracing actors. These points of reference are strung together,
and the result is a sparkling digital web which plunges the familiar
scenes into darkness and re-invents the actors as starlit silhouettes.
As we peer into the dark, the flickering scenes emerge as semirecognisable moments of intense cinematic romance accompanied
by a re-coded and highly immersive soundtrack.
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Pascal Grandmaison
Pascal Grandmaison was born in 1975 and lives and works in
Montreal, Canada. Working in photography, film, projection and
installation, Grandmaison presents images that contemplate the
limits of perception.
Fake Imagery of a World Upside Down (2009) is one of several
works by Grandmaison which have stemmed from his fascination
with the book Moon Rocks (Henry S.F. Cooper, 1970); an account
of how specimens taken from the moon’s surface are gathered,
stored and analysed. For Grandmaison, the moon represents both
the natural and the paranormal: the tangible rock being the scientific
actuality of its existence whereas its supernatural associations
suggest a surreal universe with different laws of gravity. Employing
apparently simple strategies of photo-trickery, Grandmaision
presents a figure tumbling through an inverted landscape towards
an upended sky. A further flip of light and darkness creates a
negative, spectral space – an area of limbo through which the
figure falls. Gradmaison’s ‘fakery’ explores our perception and
acceptance of the invisible forces of nature, and the relationship
between the world and the photographic image.

Barnaby Hosking
Barnaby Hosking (born 1976, Norwich) graduated from the Royal
College of Art in 2003. He has had solo exhibitions in Europe and
the USA and has exhibited in Russia and Japan. Hosking lives and
works in London.
Exploring the importance of darkness as both a visual and
psychological stimulus, Hosking creates works that play with the
aesthetic of light, dark, space and surface.
For Dark Matters, Hosking presents two pieces, both functioning
in combination and as individual works: new configurations of Black
Flood, (2006) and Thoughts, (2011). Black Flood is a confrontational
installation that engulfs the viewer in a zone of uncertainty. Four
simultaneous video projections present a rising, turbulent darkness.
The projection surfaces are hangings of black carpet, which run
counter to the usual characteristics of the cinema screen: they
absorb the light rather than project it. As with much of Hosking’s
work, there is no definitive clarity, but rather the impression
of a potential reality hidden in the dark. As the light of the sky
becomes perpetually obscured, Black Flood questions our cognitive
perception and re-confirms the awe-inspiring power of darkness.
With Thoughts, butterflies serve as a symbol of our inner
wonderings. The luminous and dark surfaces of the individual
butterfly wings project both the positive and the negative through
elementary strategies of reflection and shadow. Just as the
nebulousness of thoughts allows them to shift between positive
and negative without certain distinction, so these clusters of light
and darkness project the duality of thinking.
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Idris Khan
Born in Birmingham in 1978, Idris Khan received his MFA from
the Royal College of Art in 2004. Khan exhibits widely both in the
UK and internationally and has works in many major collections
including Centre Pompidou, Paris and the Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, New York. He lives and works in London.
Working with appropriated text, imagery and music, Khan explores
the history of culture, authorship and time. To create his works,
Khan re-photographs a variety of material in series and digitally
layers the results. The opacity and translucency of each layer is
considered and adjusted by the artist to form a quivering
composite image.
In Sigmund Freud’s The Uncanny (2006) the ghostly impressions
of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa and The Virgin and Child emerge
from beneath the dense layers of text. The Uncanny is an essay
written by Freud in 1919 in which he describes how something can
be strange and yet familiar. In Khan’s Uncanny, a deep dark gutter at
the book’s spine draws the viewer deeper into the image, reflecting
the sense of menace explored within the text.
Every page … From Roland Barthes’ Camera Lucida (2004) represents Barthes’ writings on the relationship between photography
and time, death and the recollective power of the image. The
spectral photographs shimmer beneath the text, evoking Barthes’
musings that “the air is the luminous shadow which accompanies
the body; and if the photograph fails to show this air, then the body
moves without a shadow, and once this shadow is severed…there
remains no more than a sterile body.”
Thus Spake Zarathustra … after Friedrich Nietzche (2007) is an
accumulation of pages from Nietzsche’s dense, esoteric text on
morality and the absence of God. The gaping black gutter at the
centre of the book alludes to these themes of lack and godlessness.
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Elin O’Hara Slavick
Elin O’Hara Slavick completed an MA in Photography at The School
of the Art Institute of Chicago. She has had solo exhibitions in the
USA and France and has exhibited in Hong Kong, Canada, Italy,
the UK, Cuba and the Netherlands. Her writing is widely published
and she is the author of Bomb After Bomb: A Violent Cartography
(Charta, 2007). O’Hara Slavick is Distinguished Term Professor at the
University of North Carolina.
Evoking the nineteenth century botanical photography of Anna
Atkins, Elin O’Hara Slavick’s vibrant cyanotypes exude an immediate
beauty. The deep blue of the paper and the gentle, ghostly
apparitions have emerged through the historic technique of laying
objects and natural forms onto paper impregnated with cyanide
salts and exposing them to sunlight. This process of exposure,
however, reveals a violent horror. O’Hara Slavick’s ‘specimens’
are objects borrowed from the vaults of the Peace Museum in
Hiroshima; fragments and remnants of lives and places, ruptured
by the American atomic bomb which was dropped on the city in
1945. The objects, already exposed to the effects of the bomb, are
rendered as white silhouettes. Their presence alludes to the searing
light released by the explosion and the haunting ‘shadows’ left by
incinerated victims which the artist refers to as, “negative shadows,
erased things, imaged absences, atomic ghosts.”

Ja-Young Ku
Ja-Young Ku (born 1969) studied painting at the Seoul National
University, Korea, before completing an MFA in New Forms at the
Pratt Institute, New York. He has had solo exhibitions in Korea and
the USA and has participated in group exhibitions throughout Asia,
Europe and the USA. He lives and works in Seoul, South Korea,
where he is Professor of Contemporary Art at Konkuk University.
Ja-Young Ku tests the boundaries of truth in a world constructed
by its interaction with digital communication, cyberspace and video
games. His work investigates the viewer’s perception of space, time
and movement through the layering of projected images and the
artist’s actions upon a specific site. For Dark Matters, Ja-Young Ku
has created a new work which explores the relationship between
the real and the illusory through the use of video, projection,
sculpture and performance. For this new commission, the artist
questions our perceptions of reality by interacting with the ghostly
remnants of his former actions.
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Daniel Rozin
Daniel Rozin was born in Jerusalem in 1961. Based in New York,
Rozin creates interactive installations and sculptures that have the
unique ability to change and respond to the presence of a viewer.
In many of his works, the viewer takes part, actively and creatively,
in the performance of his art.
With Snow Mirror (2006), Rozin presents us with an image
of ourselves, transformed by the digital magic of computer
programming. Projected onto suspended fabric, a likeness of
the viewer is formed by an accumulation of white snowflakes
which cling to the bright areas of the image. The pace is slow and
dreamlike. As shadows form within the flutter of snow, the viewer
becomes a transparent spectre of themselves, transported by a
combination of video, computer and projector.
Peg Mirror (2007) comprises 650 circular wooden pieces that tilt
and rotate to cast an array of subtle shadows. The mirrored image
produced is activated by software authored by the artist. The quietly
moving wooden components flicker like jewels or coins as they
‘reflect’ the viewer upon the undulating surface. Challenging our
notions about what constitutes a ‘digital object’, Peg Mirror evokes
the words of Roland Barthes in Camera Lucida (1980): “cameras, in
short, were clocks for seeing, and perhaps in me someone very old
still hears in the photographic mechanism, the living sound of wood.”

Hiraki Sawa
Hiraki Sawa was born in 1977 in Ishikawa, Japan. He studied at the
University of East London before completing an MFA in sculpture
at the Slade School of Fine Art. He has had solo exhibitions and
screenings in the USA, Europe, Asia and Australia and has exhibited
widely in group exhibitions and international art festivals.
Through film and installation, Hiraki Sawa forms immersive
worlds of sound and image. Employing a combination of digital
manipulation
and hand-made methods of cutting, pasting and photography, his
work shifts between worlds of reality and imagination.
As with much of Hiraki Sawa’s work, Did I? (2011) employs
strategies of collage and cinematic illusion to transport the viewer
into a dreamlike state. A gentle rhythmic flow propels the film
through a montage of domestic and supernatural imagery. Nebulous
forms emerge and fade through a soft fizz of gloom and light.
Escaping the structures of temporality, the film suggests the cycle
of time through the delicate movement of shadows, passing clouds
and rotating forms.
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Dark Matters: Works from the Collection
1 September_15 January
This display of works from the Whitworth’s collection reveals ideas
surrounding shadow as captured by artists in a variety of medium.
Some of the works selected demonstrate how artists have
employed tone and darkness to render solidity and structure within
the pictorial space. A significant number of paintings, prints and
drawings, also convey the symbolic power of shadow to evoke
time, mystery, loss and solitude.
The deep, theatrical shadows of Paula Rego and Käthe Kollwitz
bring to mind the chilling enchantment of the phantasmagoria.
Employing gentle washes of watercolour, Turner’s ethereal
silhouettes and Barbara Bodichon’s ghostly ships evoke time’s
passing. The cavernous hands of the sculptor in Henry Moore’s
etching and the velvety darkness of Anish Kapoor’s Blackness
from Her Womb suggest dark places as areas for creation. The inky
gloom of Rembrandt’s The Three Crosses conveys the power of
shadow to reflect divine damnation whilst the exposed mausoleum
in Rachel Whiteread’s screen-print reinforces the ancient notion of
the dead inhabiting a world devoid of light.
http://whitworthprintsanddrawings.wordpress.com/
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Shadow Lab
Make a world of shadows, using light as your creative tool.
Enter the Shadow Lab for a range of fun activities using light
and shadow as your inspiration.
http://www.whitworth.manchester.ac.uk/whatson/families/

Dark Matters Teachers’ Pack: An educator’s resource is available
for KS3-KS5 students, teachers and lecturers.
Contact Denise Bowler for further details:
t: 0161 275 8455 e: denise.bowler@manchester.ac.uk
Thank you
Thanks to: Brass Art, Pavel Büchler, R. Luke DuBois, Pascal
Grandmaison, Barnaby Hosking, Idris Khan, Ja-Young Ku, Daniel
Rozin, Elin O’Hara Slavick, Hiraki Sawa, Bitforms, Max Wigram
Gallery, Victoria Miro Gallery, Jonathon Carroll, Jack Shainman
Gallery, International 3, Manchester Museum, University of
Huddersfield, National Museums Liverpool, Association of Art
Historians, Henry Mosley X-Ray Imaging Facility, Ogle Models
and Prototypes, David Green, Malcolm Chapman, Leander
Wolstenholme, Lizzie Walley, Simon Clear, Alice de Saulles,
Harriet Cooper, Liza Lemsatef, Scattered Images, Jason Singh,
Animate Projects, Dr Samantha Lackey, the staff of the Whitworth
Art Gallery.
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Admission Free:
Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm
Sunday 12-4pm
Christmas closure:
The Gallery is closed from Saturday 24 December,
and reopens on Monday 2 January 2012.
Dark Matters and Dark Matters: Works from the Collection are
curated by Helen Stalker, Assistant Curator – Fine Art
For more information visit the exhibition website:
www.darkmattersart.com
Whitworth Art Gallery
The University of Manchester
Oxford Road
Manchester M15 6ER
t 0161 275 7450
e whitworth@manchester.ac.uk
w www.manchester.ac.uk/whitworth
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